It is an intriguing fact that three of Charles Darwin's closest allies in the immediate controversy over his theory of evolution were, like Darwin, British naturalists with deep experience in the far off Southern Hemisphere. Joseph Dalton Hooker, Thomas Henry Huxley, and Alfred Russel Wallace had also gone as young men on transformative journeys. Their travels helped make their careers and grounded new insights into the great issue of the relationships of species, habitats, and histories. Iain McCalman provides a clear, often sharp, and always entertaining collective account of their formative experiences. It is his aim to show how their lives as young naturalists set up a later network of collaborators and supporters for Darwin.
The theme for the book is announced at the outset. Darwin's most ardent supporters held "a common experience of hardship and pleasure that bound them together like shipmates" (pp. 12-13). They became close friends as well as mutually respected scientifi c colleagues.
McCalman highlights their feelings of direct and honest trust among sailors, and sees this as pivotal to their forging a coordinated campaign for Darwinian evolution. This is a salutary emphasis on the often overlooked 1850s and the run-up to the evolution debates, within a set of closely interacting challengers to orthodoxy. McCalman perceives a greater signifi cance, drawing on a mostly implicit essentialism, in the special nature of the southern oceans. The tie of the seafaring experience was strengthened by the impact of a shared natural world.
It is true that Hooker, Huxley, and Wallace were counted by Darwin as among the most persuaded by his theory, and the shared seafaring is a context of importance in their relationships. But there were others in the close circle who campaigned for the new science. Charles Lyell was clearly a major mentor and signifi cant political ally, and like Asa Gray was no explorer. The value of this book is its account of the friendships and exchanges behind a scientifi c revolution. As recent scholarship has eliminated the image of an isolated recluse, it is clear, however, that the genial and generous and rather manipulative Darwin did not rely upon only the old salts.
A handful of historians have noted in general that widely traveled naturalists were quick, compared to the "cabinet naturalist" collectors, to take up evolution. It does seem that exotic experience was disruptive to received ways of thought, and the landscapes visited by the four travelers provided startlingly different worlds from Britain. But this is not to say that something distinctive about the Southern Hemisphere prompted evolutionary ideas. Despite various overlaps of experience in Australia, or in remote southern islands, or with life aboard ship, the four performed quite distinct duties and scientifi c work. Darwin traveled as a gentleman with the attendant opportunities and support, whereas Wallace lived by his wits and enterprise. Wallace used ships of course to travel, but did no shipboard work; it is a stretch to call him a seafaring naturalist. Hooker and Huxley had naval appointments, mingling their own interests with required scientifi c duties. They had occasional periods ashore for exploration, but nothing like Darwin's and Wallace's extensive travel, collection, and observation in South America and the Malay Archipelago.
By telling their individual stories, McCalman makes obvious their different exposures, even as he seeks the common thread. He is clear about each man's developing ideas and notes in passing their place in the rapidly changing sciences of geology, systematics, and biogeography. It seems more circumstance, however, than necessity as to which locale prompted their new ideas. McCalman emphasizes the resulting friendship from a shared life. Others might argue that their strong ties included an immersion in overwhelming diversity, and the travails of travel and work in remote, quite un-English places. They all encountered the provocative dilemmas raised for creationism by peculiar island life; those were the species that suggested relationships of origin, beyond the so-called centers of creation. For Darwin and Wallace, the prompt to theory came from recognizing how ecological and paleontological patterns suggested replacement of species in place, to suit environments. Hooker's islands had a different impact, leading to a sophisticated theory of climate and distribution; his later travels in the Himalayas were crucial to his abandonment of stable species. Huxley, the strongest marine biologist, worked on classifi cation and structure but did not move toward instability of species. Ironically, a focus on adaptation did not lead him to natural selection. Nor did his southern experiences give him the biogeographical insight that was so important to the other three. McCalman alludes to the new "philosophical naturalists" who were moving beyond classifi cation to the ecological patterns and that would suggest evolution and its causes, but provides little analysis of the wider context of natural history practice and theory. One striking trait of all four young biologists was their capacious grasp of detail and ability to generate hypotheses; voyaging did perhaps give them a tough confi dence in their own wits and independence of thought. This book is primarily biography, however, and not a sustained historical argument about scientifi c collaboration or the nature of challenges to the orthodoxy on species. Once the detailed storytelling gets rolling, the theme of a distinctive Southern experience becomes largely implicit. McCalman is a gifted narrator, providing vivacious accounts of adventure and ideas. With a light touch, his descriptions manage to import the cultural context of the 1830s-1860s. He employs the precisely telling small detail, the little touches of manners or settings or institutional behavior that instantly provide historical context, and hint at available strategies or choices for his characters. The biographer's deductions about states of mind or motivations are not unreasonable. Occasional slips with details might bother the expert, though it seems merely a bit of looseness in the name of narrative drive and offhand, perceptive remarks. It helps that McCalman has fi nely discerned the quite distinct personalities and character of his voyager-naturalists, drawing heavily on letters and diaries as well as recent biographies. The account of their lives is a fi ne introduction to the world of early Victorian explorer-naturalists.
By using the excellent biographical research of Adrian Desmond and James Moore, Janet Browne, Ross Slotten, and Jim Endersby, the author has incorporated several valuable correctives to the popular and traditional versions. Each account is a sensible mixture of the naturalist's raw inexperience, training and talents, opportunities, and direct physical acquisition of knowledge. It is a good story, but leaves one wanting even more about their subsequent development of ideas and mutual relations. For that, perhaps, there are the biographies. This volume brings a welcome emphasis on the naturalists' encounters with an unfamiliar world, and a glimpse of the impact of that experience on British science. In recent years, colonial mapping of South Asia has drawn the attention of a substantial number of scholars. Following J. B. Harley's works, these studies tend to problematize maps as an objective scientifi c entity. Mathew Edney, for example, in an infl uential study regarded colonial
